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Delyte Morris’ office lounge chair and ottoman, obviously worn, are part of the Delyte
Morris Furniture Collection at the University Museum Archives. Along with his personal
furniture, the collection includes tables, lamps, and chairs that were an integral part of his vision
to bring innovation and modernity to Southern Illinois University (SIU) during his presidential
years. The collection, featuring chairs of different styles, materials, and colors is a small fraction
of the hundreds of furnishings ordered for the more than fourteen buildings constructed during
Morris’ 22 year career as president. C. D. May, the associate university architect at this time,
used color and design to create a campus that was trendy and accessible, mirroring the post-war,
mid-century modern designs of furniture that started in the 1950s. This furniture designed by
Charles and Ray Eames, George Nelson, and Jens Risom, manufactured across Illinois and the
U.S., reflects Morris’ commitment to the expansion and transformation of SIU as a world-class
academic institution. Delyte Morris himself became a raging force on campus; his goals and
aspirations were practically untouchable during his presidency.
Morris, SIU’s president from 1948-1970 is credited with not only increasing Southern
Illinois Carbondale’s student population by more than 20,000, but also building, from scratch the
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville campus. He, along with his board of advisors, put SIU
in a position that it had never been before; by 1948, the 79 year-old university was 3,006
students strong, with eight buildings. The architecture and design of the university reflected the
surrounding area: it was turn-of-the-century style and included not only the permanent buildings,
but nearby houses as well.1 With a large commuter population, not much thought was put into
establishing student housing or longstanding interior design. Delyte Morris, however, was not
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deterred. The disarray only fueled his goals. Coming onto campus on September 10, 1948, he
had only one thing to say: his new function as the president was to, “provide the kind of
environment the institution needs to grow in and to provide the faculty and personnel in addition
to those already here to carry out the needs of this institution”.2 His personality and charisma,
along with his supportive family, ensured that his function was fully realized and a major force
in the lives of students, faculty, and the state of Illinois. Morris was described as a competitive
visionary who was dedicated to the state of Illinois as well as the university. His compassion and
dislike of hurting people’s feelings, coupled with his opportunistic, flexible nature almost
guaranteed that his goals would be reached.3 While this translated into a ten-year plan (from
1952-1962), which he carried in a list in his pocket, that included creating new housing, farms,
medical programs, and environmental areas, it also influenced the designs of architecture and
interior spaces across the university.4 The literal architectural extension, along with the
expansion of service in other countries meant that the university itself needed to become a more
modern, innovative space.
C.D. May, the associate university architect, became Morris’ right-hand man for design
choices. Though Morris would, “…pick out drapes, the color of the walls, the type of desk,”
when planning a new building, he trusted May when he was spread too thin.5 One of his major
projects was designing the interiors of the new University Park with a budget of $238 per
student, including dining halls and lounges.6 With this budget, he turned to buying bulk stackable
chairs and last-season lounge chairs that featured a variety of colors. The final product were 900
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dorm rooms in Neely Hall that featured one colored accent walls and colored drapes to create a
long, “…horizontal color effect”.7 The lounge chairs were made out of coarse, “homespun”
fabric of red, blue, gold, yellow, and green.8 These playful colors reflect a new-age focus of
design on color, which was often based off of psychological studies.
The choices made on the furnishings of the new Social Studies library in the Morris
Library were based on this idea. C. D. May chose specific colors based on the mood students
may want to feel while studying; blue for contemplation and melancholy, green for refreshing
and peace, and purple for pompous and dignified.9 This focus on mood and psychology emulates
both modern ideas behind design features and Morris’ dedication to his students’ well-being. By
wanting to create an innovative, yet calming mood, May was fusing the modern and the classic.
Their furnishing decisions reflect two major pillars of the university: forward movement and a
connection to Illinois. In 1962 alone, furnishings selected for the dormitories came from such
Illinois cities as, Chicago, Quincy, Carbondale, Peoria, and Spring Valley.10 Even after Morris’
presidency, May continued to introduce mid-century modern furnishings the ever-growing
amount of buildings on campus. Herman Miller and his guest designers was one of the major
sources of furniture for the university.
Herman Miller Inc, a furniture company based in Zeeland, Michigan, was at the forefront
of post-WWII modern design. Started in 1905, the company has a long history of focus on the
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talents and individuality of workers and designers.11 With this distinction, designers often
brought in to the company using their specific techniques and styles. Many famous designers
revolved through the doors of Herman Miller, but George Nelson and Charles and Ray Eames
were not only the most famous, but were the designers who created many of the furnishings
picked by May for the dormitories and miscellaneous lounges and offices on the Carbondale
campus. George Nelson was the first of these designers to push the modern designs of post-war
America. Nelson, who had a background in architecture, was hired by Herman Miller in 1945
and designed his first furniture line. His focus was primarily on standardization; he designed sets
of parts that could be assembled in different styles to create new pieces. He produced mostly
office furniture and chests, which were mid-century modern designs.12 Nelson, in turn brought in
Charles and Ray Eames (among many artists in 1948). Charles Eames, an architect, focused
specifically on the function of furniture, while Ray-Bernice, his wife was a designer. Together,
they designed some of the most popular mid-century modern office furnishings in the 1950s and
1960s.
Post-WWII mid-century modern design was characterized by an elite, progressive focus.
Post-war America was focused on both the consumer and the consumed; the American people
were shaken by the war and looking forward to a straight-forward culture focused on nuclear
families. Mid-century modern design went along with this idea. As Charles Eames himself said,
“One of the things we had committed ourselves to was trying to do a chair with a hard surface
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that was as comfortable as it could be in relation to the human body and also would be selfexplanatory as you looked at it-no mysteries”.13 By using simple, clearly stated lines and
materials, furniture in the 1950s-70s appealed to those looking for natural, no-hassle luxury. The
growing amount of suburbs coupled with this consumerism led to a rise in the middle-class; a
middle-class preoccupied with status and class.14The Eamses’ and Nelson, then followed this
trend by creating average-priced, durable furniture with sleek designs, “funky” patterns, and new
materials. This furniture, coincidentally, was often bought by large companies and universities
for their price and “intelligent-looking” design.15 Southern Illinois University was one of these
places: many couches, lounge chairs, and bucket seats that are now part of the University
Museum Archives were designed by the Eames’ and Nelson for Herman Miller.
A white couch with attached side tables [Image 1] within the collection was designed by
George Nelson; it is an example of this idea of simple, sleek design because of the streamline
between the couch and the tables. There are multiple examples of Charles and Ray Eames
furniture within the collection, including shell chairs, office chairs, wooden chairs, and lounge
chairs [a variety featured in image 2]. Through these designs, the couple brought natural and
unnatural materials together to create modern, comfortable designs. At SIU, the plywood
reclining chairs were featured in University Park’s dormitories, and the shell chairs (plastic seat
with metal legs) were used in many offices around campus. Both of these types of chairs were
the first of their kind, as the manufacturers were looking for cheaper, yet sophisticated materials.
Plywood and fiberglass (a type of plastic) were cheaper materials that allowed for breathability
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and “give” when the chair was used; this design was completely functional and comfortable,
while the materials were cheaper and modern.16 Coupled with Nelson’s fascination with
standardization, these new chairs became easily produced in a variety of styles and colors. This
idea appealed directly to SIU and May because of the versatility; he found that he easily, and
cheaply, design a large amount of spaces by ordering multiples of the same chair in different
colors, or with a different style of seat and placing them around campus. With a rapidly growing
student body, Morris was also onboard. In fact, Morris became a personal fan of the Eames
lounge chair and ottoman, released in 1956 [image 3]. The combination of the wooden shell and
leather padding increased comfort and reflected the mid-century modern idea of natural-meetsconsumer, average priced sophisticated furniture. These modern designs had an impact on the
environment of the university, as this trend towards mid-century modern furniture mirrored the
new, updated buildings that were being constructed on campus. However, along with the goal
towards progression and innovation, Delyte Morris’ SIU was still rooted in the homey
connection to Illinois.
Jens Risom and Knoll Inc’s focus on textile work on top of metal frames gave them a
homey-mid-century modern feel that also found its way onto the Carbondale campus. Knoll Inc,
a furniture company that is still in commission, was started in 1938, after a long history of art
study, specifically in Germany.17 This focus on art, instead of architecture like in the previous
examples, influenced Knoll enormously, resulting in furniture that is not only functional and
comfortable, but could be seen as stand-alone art pieces. Many of these chairs, like Eames chairs,
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combine the natural and man-made, but utilize more leather and tweed fabrics. The result is not
one that is highly standardized, but rather each as an individual, with the potential to be a piece
of art. Jens Risom, a Danish designer, worked with Knoll in the 1950s and 60s. Designing
starting in the early 1940s, Risom made his furniture primarily out of wood and parachute straps,
as they were one of the only materials accessible during World War II.18 As a post-war midcentury modern designer, Risom did not shy away from the war as some other designers did; he
embraced what was accessible to him and sold his weaved parachute strap chairs long after the
war. Many pieces in the collection mirror this idea of non- standardized, classic ideas in a new
artistic subject because of their use of handmade fabrics and curved, metal or wood bases [image
4]. For the university, these pieces were acquired after Delyte Morris’ presidency, signifying a
bridge between the old and the new in many respects. For one, many of the pieces in the
collection from Knoll Inc are either leather or fabric [image 5]. Given the humble past of the
university and the connection to southern Illinois, a reference to handmade, yet artistic values
was appropriate, and the modern and artistic, yet homey designs of Knoll Inc communicated this
idea. With the end of the Morris presidency, the university reached a period of stagnation, in a
sense.
In the 1970s, gone were the days of a rapidly increasing student population and major
building projects and gone were the days of an only 3,006 student body. Instead, there was a
world-class academic university with an environment rooted in innovation and advancement.
The pieces from Delyte Morris’ presidency show a dedication to a very specific vision he had: to
create a university that is both supporting of the students and pushing towards advancement. He
and C. D. May, the associate architect for the university, supported this idea by buying
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furnishings that were manufactured in Illinois and sticking to a strict budget. By choosing postWWII, mid-century modern furniture, the interior design of the university appealed to many of
the new students at the school; middle-class suburbanites who wanted sophisticated, clean
designs without luxury materials. Herman Miller Inc and Knoll Inc provided a large amount of
furniture to the university, much of which is now housed in the Delyte Morris Furniture
Collection in the University Museum Archives. Even after the end of his presidency, Delyte
Morris’ legacy drew on, in part through the Knoll Inc furniture that was acquired because of its
connection to handmade fabric and wooden bases. The pieces in this collection directly mirror
the progression of Southern Illinois University, and its dedication to being a campus that is
constantly expanding, yet with strong Illinois roots.
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